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ABSTRACT
The origin and strength of the magnetic field in some systems like active galactic
nuclei or gamma-ray bursts is still an open question in astrophysics. A possible mech-
anism to explain the magnetic field amplification is the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability,
since it is able to transform the kinetic energy in a shear flow into magnetic energy.
Through the present work, we investigate the linear and non linear effects produced by
the magnetic susceptibility in the development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in
a relativistic plasma. The system under study consists of a plane interface separating
two uniform fluids that move with opposite velocities. The magnetic field in the system
is parallel to the flows and the susceptibility is assumed to be homogeneous, constant
in time, and equal in both fluids. In particular, we analyze the instability in three
different cases, when the fluids are diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and when the suscep-
tibility is zero. We compute the dispersion relation in the linear regime and found that
the interface between diamagnetic fluids is more stable than between paramagnetic
ones. We check the analytical results with numerical simulations, and explore the ef-
fect of the magnetic polarization in the non linear regime. We find that the magnetic
field is more amplified in paramagnetic fluids than in diamagnetic ones. Surprisingly,
the effect of the susceptibility in the amplification is stronger when the magnetization
parameter is smaller. The results of our work make this instability a more efficient
and effective amplification mechanism of seed magnetic fields when considering the
susceptibility of matter.
Key words: Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, relativistic MHD, Magnetic susceptibility
1 INTRODUCTION
The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) may occur when
there is a sufficient relative velocity between two adjacent
fluids. This shear in the velocity field is naturally gener-
ated in several scenarios, for instance, in the interaction be-
tween the solar wind plasma and the earth’s magnetospheric
plasma (Miura 1984), in the interaction between the rela-
tivistic outflows of the gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and the
surrounding medium, or in the relativistic jets coming from
active galactic nuclei (AGN), where the shear is produced
between the plasma, expelled form the disk-black hole sys-
tem, and the cocoon (Zhang et al. 2009). In these scenarios
? oscar.pimentel@correo.uis.edu.co (OMP)
† fadulora@uis.edu.co (FDLC)
the KHI plays an important role as an energy dissipation
and momentum transport mechanism.
Now, when the shear flow has a magnetic field, the KHI
may amplify the energy associated with that field (Malagoli
et al. 1996; Nishikawa et al. 2014) and produce magnetic
reconnection events, which efficiently convert magnetic en-
ergy into kinetic, thermal and no-thermal energy (Takamoto
2018). These magnetic effects give us an important insight to
understand some open questions related to the strength of
the magnetic fields in astrophysical systems. For instance,
the KHI has been used by Zhang et al. (2009) to explain
the magnetic field strength required for the observed non-
thermal GRBs emission. In another work, Ferrari et al.
(1981) apply the KHI in a cylindrical geometry to describe
the interaction between extragalactic jets and the interstel-
lar medium. As it was pointed out by Ferrari et al. (1979),
© 2015 The Authors
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the KHI is a mechanism to accelerate relativistic electrons,
and subsequently produce the observed synchrotron emis-
sion in relativistic jets.
In addition to the KHI, there are other powerful mech-
anisms to amplify magnetic fields, for instance, the dynamo
effect which is capable to produce exponential growths of
small seed magnetic fields and keep them for a long time.
This mechanism has been succesfully used to explain the
presence of long-live magnetic fields in different astrophys-
ical bodies like planets, stars, galaxies, etc (Moffatt 1978;
Brandenburg 2018). Recently, the dynamo theory was ap-
plied by Bugli et al. (2014) in resistive general relativistic
MHD simulations to show the exponetinal growth of the
magnetic field in a black hole accretion disc. In close relation
with the dynamo process, the chiral magnetic effect has been
considered as a promising mechanism for the generation and
amplification of magnetic fields. It is a macroscopic quantum
phenomena in which a chirality imbalance gives rise to an
electric current in the same direction of the magnetic field
(Kharzeev 2014). This effect is possibly present in the quark-
gluon plasma of proto-neutron stars. Recently, Del Zanna &
Bucciantini (2018) include the chiral effect in the relativis-
tic MHD (RMHD) equations to study the interplay between
the dynamo, the chiral magnetic effect, and the magnetic
reconnection. Another well-known mechanism is the mag-
netorotational instability (Balbus & Hawley 1991) which is
produced through the interaction of a differentially rotat-
ing fluid and a magnetic field. This magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) instability grows rapidly and therefore, it could con-
tribute with the dynamo amplification of very weak mag-
netic fields (Quataert et al. 2002).
Now, the free currents in the plasmas are not the only
sources of the observed magnetic fields in nature, there is
another contribution associated with the dipolar structure
of matter, i.e. with the electrons orbiting around the nu-
cleus and spinning around themselves. When there is a net
alignment of magnetic dipoles, the fluid is said to be mag-
netically polarized. This polarization interacts with the mag-
netic field, and generates an additional field (Lorrain & Cor-
son 1970).
The magnetic polarization of matter has already been
considered to study the structure of neutrons stars. In par-
ticular, Blandford & Hernquist (1982) explored the effect
of the free electrons magnetic susceptibility on the surface
properties of the star crust. In this paper the authors show
that the magnetization do not contribute significantly with
the equillibrium structure but it could be related to ob-
servable effects. Later, Suh & Mathews (2010) investigated
the possibility that the Soft Gamma-Ray Repeaters and the
Anomalous X-ray Pulsars were observational evidence for
the magnetic domain formation in neutron stars. They con-
clude that magnetic domains can be formed in the crust and
core of magnetars. Moreover, as it was mentioned by Wang
et al. (2016), neutron stars are ideal astrophysical labora-
tories to test the de Haas-van Alphen effect (De Haas &
Van Alphen 1930), in which the magnetic susceptibility os-
cilates as the magnetic field is increased, and also to explain
the diamagnetic phase transition, which is associated with
magnetic domain formation. On the other hand, Kiuchi et al.
(2015) found a magnetic field amplification of ≈ 103 times
the initial magnetic field due to the KHI in a binary neutron
star merger. This result is even more important nowadays
due to the signal GW170817, recognized as the first gravita-
tional wave detection from the merger of two neutron stars
(Abbott et al. 2017). Then, since the dipolar structure of
matter and the KHI could be astrophysically relevant, we
will explore in this paper the role of the magnetic polar-
ization of matter in the linear and non linear phases of the
KHI.
The linear stage of the MHD KHI in the plane-parallel
geometry is well-analyzed in the incompresible case by
Chandrasekhar (1961) and in the compressible case by Pu
& Kivelson (1983). The relativistic case was initially ad-
dressed by Ferrari et al. (1980) in the limit where the Alfve`n
velocity is much smaller than the speed of light. More re-
cently, the MHD KHI was generalized in Osmanov et al.
(2008) by allowing any Alfve`n velocity. In this last paper
the authors compute the analytical dispersion relation in
the frames where the fluids are at rest, and found that the
modes, propagating in the same direction of the flow veloc-
ity, destabilize the interface only at low magnetizations. On
the other hand, the non linear evolution of the instability has
been studied in the non-relativistic regime by Miura (1984).
In this work, the authors analyze the cases where the mag-
netic field is parallel and perpendicular to the flow velocity,
and found that in the parallel case the magnetic energy can
be amplified by vortical motions that twist and compress
the field. Later, Malagoli et al. (1996) extended the previ-
ous work in the parameter space and in the simulation time,
and found that the field amplification is actually a transient
phenomenon which eventually decay in a long enough time.
This result makes sense since the dynamo process can not
operate in a two-dimensions space (Moffatt 1978), and it is
necessary a 3D simulation to explore the dynamo effect trig-
gered by the KHI (Zhang et al. 2009). The non linear stages
of the relativistic RMHD KHI were first obtained by Buc-
ciantini & Del Zanna (2006) in order to compare the growth
rates and the synchrotron emission of the instability with
the observed variable features of the Crab Nebula.
Recently, in Pimentel et al. (2018b) we presented the
eigenvalue structure of the general RMHD with magnetic
polarization, and showed that the magnetic susceptibility
modifies the Alfve`n and the magneto-acoustic modes. With
this characteristic structure, it is possible to follow Osmanov
et al. (2008) and make a linear analysis of the instability in
a magnetically polarized fluid. This analysis allows us to
determine the effect of the magnetic susceptibility in the
growth rate of disturbances. On the other hand, in Pimentel
et al. (2018b) we present the RMHD equations with mag-
netic polarization in the 3+1 decomposition, and implement
them in the CAFE code (Lora-Clavijo et al. 2015a) with
the objective of studying the diamagnetic and paramagnetic
properties of matter in astrophysical scenarios. For instance,
in black hole accretion discs, for which we obtain in Pimentel
et al. (2018a) a new analytical solution of magnetically po-
larized tori that can be useful as initial configuration to ob-
tain the accretion process of diamagnetic and paramagnetic
fluids. Therefore, it is also possible to simulate the linear and
non linear evolution of the RMHD KHI. These simulations
will be very useful to check the results of the linear theory
and explore the effect of the magnetic susceptibility in the
magnetic field amplification and saturation state which are
non linear features of the instability.
The organization of the paper is the following. In section
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2 we introduce the energy-momentum tensor, the RMHD
equations in conservative form, and the initial configuration
of the magnetically polarized fluid. In section 3 we present
the linear analysis of the KHI, so we compute the equations
that describe the evolution of small perturbations and find
the dispersion relation in the frames where the fluids are
at rest. Direct solutions to this equation give us the growth
rates of the instability in terms of physical parameters. In
section 4 we present the first simulations of the linear and
non-linear phases of the RMHD KHI with magnetic polar-
ization. Finally, in section 5 we summarize and discuss the
main results of this work.
Throughout the paper, the greek indices represent the
spacetime coordinates while the latin indices denote the
space coordinates. In particular, µ, ν = (t, x, y, z), where t is
the temporal coordinate and i, j, k = (x, y, z) are the usual
cartesian coordinates.
2 BASIC EQUATIONS AND INITIAL SETUP
In order to study the linear and non linear dynamics of the
RMHD KH instability in the presence of a magnetically po-
larized fluid, we introduce the conservation laws
∂µTµν = 0, ∂µ(ρuµ) = 0, (1)
and the relevant Maxwell equations given by,
∂µ(uµbν − bµuν) = 0, (2)
where ρ and bµ are the rest mass density and the magnetic
field, both measured by a comoving observer whose four-
velocity vector is uµ. The energy-momentum tensor, Tµν ,
defined in terms of the Faraday and magnetization tensors,
Fµν and Mµν respectively, takes the form (Maugin 1978;
Huang et al. 2010; Chatterjee et al. 2015)
Tµν =ρhuµuν + pηµν − 1
µ0
(
FµαF να +
1
4
ηµνFαβFαβ
)
+
1
2
(
FναM
αµ + FµαM
αν ) , . (3)
where h is the specific enthalpy, p is the thermodynamic
pressure, and ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) are the components of
the metric tensor. In the ideal MHD approximation Fµν and
Mµν can be decomposed as
Fµν = µναβbαuβ, Mµν = µναβmαuβ, (4)
being µναβ the Levi-Civita tensorial density and mµ the
magnetization vector.
Throughout this paper we will assume that the mag-
netic field and the magnetization vector satisfy the linear
constitutive relation (Griffiths 2005),
mµ =
χ
µ0
bµ, (5)
where χ = χm/(1 + χm) and χm is the magnetic suscepti-
bility. When this parameter is negative (χm < 0) the fluid
is diamagnetic and when it is positive (χm > 0) the fluid
is paramagnetic. Therefore, the effects of the magnetic po-
larization will be introduced through χm. Replacing (4) and
(5) in (3) we obtain,
Tµν = ρh∗uµuν + p∗ηµν − 1
µ0
(1 − χ)bµbν, (6)
with
ρh∗ = ρh + (1 − χ)b2/µ0, p∗ = p + (1 − 2χ)(b2/2µ0), (7)
and b2 = bµbµ. It is worth mentioning that the net effect of
χm can’t be understood as a renormalization of the magnetic
field, bµ → √1 − χbµ. A discussion about the differences
between the usual RMHD but with a renormalized magnetic
field and the RMHD with the complete form of the energy-
momentum tensor given in (6) is presented in the appendix
A.
The system of equations (1-2) can be transformed into
the conservative system of evolution equations,
∂t ®U + ∂i ®Fi = 0, (8)
and the divergence-free condition ∂iBi = 0, being Bi the
laboratory frame magnetic field. In the system (8), ®U is the
conservative variables vector,
®U =

D
Sj
τ
Bk

=

ρΓ
ρh∗Γ2vj − 1µ0 (1 − χ)btbj
ρh∗Γ2 − p∗ − 1µ0 (1 − χ)(bt )2 − ρΓ
Bk

, (9)
and ®Fi is the flux vector,
®Fi =

Dvi
Sjvi + p∗δij −
b jB
i
µ0Γ
(1 − χ)
τvi + p∗vi − btBiµ0Γ (1 − χ)
viBk − vkBi

, (10)
where Γ is the Lorentz factor between the laboratory and
comoving frames, and v j is the tree-velocity in the labora-
tory frame. The four-velocity uµ and the three-velocity are
related through the equation uµ = (Γ, Γvi). In a similar way,
the magnetic field in the comoving frame, bµ can be written
in terms of Bi as
bµ =
[
ΓBivi,
B j
Γ
+ Γ(Bivi)v j
]
. (11)
A more complete description of the conservative form of the
RMHD equations with magnetic polarization can be found
in Pimentel et al. (2018b).
The initial configuration we have used to find out the
role of χm in the RMHD KH instability consists of a mag-
netically polarized shear flow in the x− y plane which moves
along the x−direction. In the region y > 0 the fluid moves
with a velocity ®v = V0ıˆ, and in the region y < 0 with ®v = −V0ıˆ,
so the interface between the fluids is located in y = 0. Ad-
ditionally, we suppose that the flow has an uniform density
and pressure profiles, and that it is affected by a constant
magnetic field of the form ®B = Bx ıˆ. We have adopted the pa-
rameters used by Bucciantini & Del Zanna (2006) because
they are motivated in the local conditions observed in pul-
sar wind nebulae, so they are of astrophysical relevance. In
particular, we assume that V0 = 0.25, p/ρ = 20 (with ρ = 1)
and γ = 4/3, which are appropriate values for a hot relativis-
tic plasma. We also introduce the magnetization parameter
βx = B2x/2p as the ratio of magnetic to thermodynamic pres-
sures. Finally, we assume that the magnetic susceptibility,
χm is constant in all the space and during all the evolution.
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2015)
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The configuration described in the last paragraph is
unstable under certain conditions of density, pressure, mag-
netic field, etc. In nature, random motions in the fluids excite
unstable modes that grow in time and end up in a turbulent
state. The growth rate of those modes can be computed ana-
lytically in the linear phase, so it is possible to determine the
effect of χm in the early stages of the KHI. This is precisely
the main objective of the next section.
3 LINEAR ANALYSIS
The linear evolution of the relativistic KHI in a magnetically
polarized fluid is obtained by closely following the work of
Osmanov et al. (2008). In this paper the authors work in the
comoving reference frames of the fluids because in that way
the dispersion relation takes a very simple form. The sys-
tem, consisting of two fluids moving in opposite directions,
is described by the variables Ψ˜± = (ρ˜±, p˜±, v˜i±, B˜i± ), where the
tilde is used for the quantities measured in the rest frames
of the fluids (comoving frames), and the ± sign represents
the upper (y > 0) and lower (y < 0) fluids respectively. We
add a small perturbation, δΨ˜±, to the initial configuration
so the new state can be written as
Ψ˜± = Ψ˜0± + δΨ˜±, (12)
being Ψ˜0± the physical variables in the unperturbed state.
The space-time dependence of the disturbance is assumed
as
δΨ˜± ∝ exp
[
i(k˜± x˜ + l˜± y˜ + m˜± z˜ − ω˜± t˜)
]
, (13)
where k˜±, l˜±, m˜± are the wave numbers in each spatial direc-
tion and ω˜± is the frequency. According to the last equation,
the unstable modes arise when the frequency is a complex
number with a positive imaginary part. The wave numbers
and the frequency in the comoving frames are related to the
same quantities in the laboratory frame, k, l, and m, through
the Lorentz transformations,
ω˜± = Γ(ω ∓ kV0), (14)
k˜± = Γ(k ∓ ωV0), (15)
l˜± = l±, m˜± = m, (16)
where Γ = 1/
√
1 − v2.
The dispersion relation can be obtained through the
characteristic equation for the RMHD with magnetic polar-
ization (Pimentel et al. 2018b),
(ρh)−1a2A2N4Q = 0, (17)
where
A = [ρh + (1 − χ)b2]a2 − (1 − χ)B2, (18)
N4 = f1a
4 − f2a2G − f3a2B2 + f4B2G, (19)
Q = b4 χ2 − b2(b2 + 2ρh)χ + ρh(ρh + b2), (20)
and a = uµφµ, B = bµφµ, G = φµφµ. The term N4 is defined
by the functions
f1 = (e′p − 1)ρh + (e′p + 1)χb2, (21)
f2 = ρh + (1 − 2χ)b2e′p − χb2, (22)
f3 = (e′p + 1)χ, (23)
f4 = 1 − χ. (24)
The characteristic equation describes the propagation
speeds of a disturbance with a wave vector φµ = (−ω, k, l,m).
These speeds are computed by equaling to zero only the
functions a, A, and N4, because Q does not depend on the
wave vector.
By writing (17) in the comoving frame where u0 = 1,
ui = 0, b0 = 0, and bi = Bi we find that a = −ω˜, B = Bx0 k˜,
and G = −ω˜2 + k˜2 + l˜2 + m˜2. In this way, the solutions to
a = 0, which correspond to the entropic modes, are always
real and do not contribute to the instability. The Alfve`n
modes, obtained from A = 0, are solutions to the equation
ω˜2± − V2Ak˜2± = 0, where
V2A =
(1 − χ)B2x0
ρ0h0 + (1 − χ)B2x0
(25)
is the Alfve`n velocity, which is modified by the magnetic sus-
ceptibility of the fluid. Since the frequencies associated with
the Alfve`n modes are always real, they do not contribute
to the instability. Conversely, the magneto-acoustic modes
(N4 = 0), whose frequencies are solutions to the equation,
ω˜4±
(k˜2± + l˜2± + m˜2±)2
− µ˜± ω˜
2±
k˜2± + l˜2± + m˜2±
+ ν˜2± = 0, (26)
can be imaginary, so they correspond to unstable states. In
the last equation,
µ˜± = C2s + V2A − V2A
[
C2s + (1 + C2s )
χ
1 − χ
]
l˜2± + m˜2±
k˜2± + l˜2± + m˜2±
, (27)
and
ν˜2± = V2aC2s
k˜2±
k˜2± + l˜2± + m˜2±
, (28)
being Cs =
√
γp0/ρ0h0 the sound speed.
Now, the linearized momentum equations in the y and
z directions, and the induction equation can be obtained in
terms of χm by replacing (13) in (8-10). The linearization
process leads to the following system:
(1 − χ)Bx0
k˜∓
Γ0
δBy± +
[
(1 − χ)ωB2x0 + ρ0h0Γ20 ω˜∓
]
δvy±−
− [δp± + (1 − 2χ)Bx0δBx± ] m = 0, (29)
(1 − χ)Bx0
k˜∓
Γ0
δBz± +
[
(1 − χ)ωB2x0 + ρ0h0Γ20 ω˜∓
]
δvz±−
− [δp± + (1 − 2χ)Bx0δBx± ] m = 0, (30)
(ω ∓ kV0)δBx± − Bx0 (l±δvy± + mδvz± ) = 0, (31)
(ω ∓ kV0)δBy± + kBx0δvy± = 0, (32)
(ω ∓ kV0)δBz± + kBx0δvz± = 0. (33)
Equations (31-33) are useful to write δBi± in terms of the
velocity perturbations, so we can express the total pressure
perturbation as
δpt± = δp± + (1 − 2χ)
l±B2x0δvy±
ω ∓ kV0
. (34)
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2015)
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Then, using (29) and the matching conditions at the inter-
face,
pt+ = pt− ,
δvy+
ω−kV0 =
δvy−
ω+kV0
, (35)
we obtain,
l+
l−
=
ρ0h0Γ20 (ω − kV0)2 + (ω2 − k2)(1 − χ)B2x0
ρ0h0Γ20 (ω + kV0)2 + (ω2 − k2)(1 − χ)B2x0
. (36)
With this result and the expression for l2± that is calculated
from the dispersion relation (26), we can compute numeri-
cally the imaginary part of the frequency, Im(ω), which de-
termine the growth rate of the instability.
Even though the procedure also admits perturbations
in an arbitrary direction of the interface, the analysis will
be restricted to the case m = 0. It means that we will only
study perturbations propagating parallel to the x − y plane.
Moreover, following Bucciantini & Del Zanna (2006), we will
consider in this work the instability of the mode with the
longest possible wavelength, corresponding to k = 1. Then,
in the entire domain there will be only one wavelength. We
make this choice because we are mainly interested in the
large-scale features of the instability.
In figure (1) we plot the growth rate, Im(ω), as a func-
tion of the magnetic susceptibility of the fluids for different
values of the magnetization parameter. We notice that the
diamagnetism (χm < 0) tends to stabilize the interface be-
tween the fluids, but when the paramagnetism is present
(χm > 0), the instability grows faster than the original case
with χm = 0, represented by the vertical dashed line. This
behavior becomes increasingly important with the magneti-
zation parameter, so we expect to observe the linear effect
of χm in the cases with βx = 0.02, βx = 0.04, and βx = 0.08.
Conversely, we shouldn’t see any differences in the approxi-
mately hydrodynamic cases where βx = 0.005 and βx = 0.01.
Sometimes it is useful to analyze the stability properties
of the system in terms of the relativistic Mach number,
Mr =
V0/
√
1 − V20
Cs/
√
1 − C2s
. (37)
In the usual MHD case, where the fluids are not polarized,
there is an interval of Mr for which the system is unstable
(Osmanov et al. 2008). The width of this interval is reduced
when we consider a higher magnetic field because it acts as
a surface tension stabilizing the interface. In figure (2) we
show the effect of the magnetic susceptibility on the interval
of Mr with a non-zero growth rate. The black curves corre-
spond to the usual MHD case with χm = 0, the blue-dashed
lines are for paramagnetic fluids, and the red-dashed ones
are for the diamagnetic cases. Next to each set of curves we
specify the corresponding magnetization parameter value.
When βx = 0.005, the magnetic polarization does not pro-
duce a significant change in the growth rates, but in the
other cases (βx = 0.05, 0.02, 0.06), the magnetic susceptibil-
ity changes significantly the values of Im(ω), specially when
Mr approaches to its first unstable value. In particular, the
paramagnetism in matter tends to destabilize the system by
increasing the interval of Mr for which the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability appears. Conversely, the diamagnetism reduce the
values of Mr with a non-zero growth rate. Now, all sub-
stances in nature are diamagnetic, but when the paramag-
Figure 1. Growth rate Im(ω) as a function of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility χm for different values of βx .
Figure 2. Growth rate Im(ω) as a function of the relativistic
Mach number Mr for different values of βx .
netism is present it is usually dominant. Then, any mag-
netized shear flow in the configuration we are studying in
this work should be more stable than the well-known case
without magnetic polarization, unless the paramagnetism is
present.
In the next section we will use numerical simulations to
test our analytical results and to obtain the non-linear evolu-
tion of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability as a function of the
magnetic susceptibility. The non-linear regime is important
because it is associated with the magnetic field amplifica-
tion, the saturation state, and the turbulent behavior.
4 NON LINEAR EVOLUTION
To numerically study the non linear evolution of the RKHI
in a magnetically polarized fluid, we assume a velocity profile
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2015)
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that varies on the y−direction according to the equation,
vx = −V0 tanh(y/α), (38)
where α is a constant associated with the thickness of the
transition layer between the lower (y < 0) and upper (y > 0)
fluids. As it is mentioned in Malagoli et al. (1996), this kind
of profile stabilizes perturbations with wavelengths compa-
rable with the numerical resolution and appropriately repro-
duces the initial configuration we use in the linear analysis.
Then, we can compare the numerical results with those of
the previous section. Now, to trigger the instability, we in-
troduce the following disturbance to the initial flow velocity,
vy = vy0 sin (kx) exp [−(y/σ)2], (39)
where vy0 is the amplitude of the perturbation and σ is a
parameter that describes the width of the perturbation in
the y−direction. The perturbation’s amplitude is such that
vy0  V0.
The perturbed initial configuration evolves according to
the non-linear and time-dependent equations (8-10). This
system of equations is numerically solved by means of the
CAFE code (Lora-Clavijo et al. 2015a), which was created to
study the evolution of a relativistic test fluid threaded by a
magnetic field in the vicinity of a compact object. This code
has been successfully used to simulate accretion processes
onto black holes (Lora-Clavijo et al. 2015b; Cruz-Osorio &
Lora-Clavijo 2016; Cruz-Osorio et al. 2017). Recently, CAFE
was modified in Pimentel et al. (2018b) with the aim of
analysing the effect of the fluid’s magnetic polarization in
some astrophysical scenarios.
The numerical methods implemented in CAFE are de-
scribed in detail in Lora-Clavijo et al. (2015a), and the mod-
ifications that include the magnetic polarization of the mat-
ter are fully presented in Pimentel et al. (2018b). In sum-
mary, CAFE uses the HLLE Riemann solver along with a
spatial reconstructor to compute the numerical fluxes (10)
on both sides of the grid points (intercells). In this work we
use the MC reconstructor because it adequately reproduces
the analytical growth rates of the usual RMHD KH instabil-
ity (the cases with χm = 0). Now, since the HLLE method
only requires the eigenvalue structure of the system of equa-
tions, we computed these quantities by following the Anile
procedure and included them in the new version of CAFE
with magnetic polarization. Finally, it is important to men-
tion that CAFE satisfies the divergence-free condition for
the magnetic field by means of the flux constraint transport
method (Evans & Hawley 1988).
The equations presented in (8-10) are solved in a 2D
numerical domain of size D = 2pi/k in the x−direction and
2D in the y−direction. In addition, we define the resolution
of our simulations by taking Nx = 180 and Ny = 360, being
Nx and Ny the number of grid points along each spatial di-
rection. Now, we set the initial velocity profile (38) and the
perturbation (39) with the parameters α = D/100, β = D/10
and vy0 = 0.01V0. We also rescale the spatial distances and
the time with the values D and D/c, respectively, in such a
way that the spatial domain becomes [0, 1] × [−1, 1]. Finally,
as in Malagoli et al. (1996), we use periodic boundary con-
ditions at x = 0 and x = 1, and free outflow conditions at
y = −1 and y = 1.
In figure (3) we present the evolution of the rest-mass
density and the magnetic field lines for three different sim-
ulations with βx = 0.02. The upper row corresponds to the
diamagnetic case with χm = −0.2 and the bottom one to the
paramagnetic case with χm = 0.2. For comparison purposes,
we show in the middle row the snapshots of the evolution
with χm = 0. In the right column we present the instabil-
ity at the end of the linear phase, when t = 5. At this time
there is a decrease at the center of the vortices that depends
on the magnetic susceptibility. We notice that the vortex in
the paramagnetic fluid has the lowest density of the three
cases. Moreover, during the evolution (middle column with
t = 10) and at the end of it the morphology is very similar,
but the density and magnetic field distributions change in
the diamagnetic and paramagnetic case in comparison with
the χm = 0 evolution.
A more detailed analysis of the development of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can be obtained by tracking the
evolution of the the perturbation as it is done in Malagoli
et al. (1996) or in Bucciantini & Del Zanna (2006). In fig-
ure (4) we plot the amplitude of the perturbation, ∆vy =
0.5(vymax − vymin ), as a function of time for different values
of the magnetization parameter, βx . In each plot we vary
the magnetic susceptibility of the fluids, such that we evolve
for each βx , two diamagnetic fluis, two paramagnetic fluids,
and the case with χm = 0. The most interesting temporal
region in each plot corresponds to the time interval (0, 5)
since it represents the lineal evolution, and therefore we can
compare our analytical results with the simulations.
First of all, it is important to mention that our simula-
tions reproduce the slopes of the usual RMHD case without
magnetic susceptibility (Ferrari et al. 1980; Osmanov et al.
2008), so we are going to focus our analysis in the changes re-
sulting from the inclusion of χm. Now, as it was pointed out
by Bucciantini & Del Zanna (2006), the cases with β = 0.005
and β = 0.01 present an hydrodynamic behaviour in the lin-
ear evolution because the magnetic pressure is small enough
in comparison with the gas pressure. A consequence of this
fact is that the magnetic susceptibility does not contribute
significantly in the growth rate, which is determined by the
slope of the plot in the linear phase. This result was pre-
dicted by our linear analysis with the red and green curves
in figure (1). Nevertheless, from βx = 0.02, we notice that the
slopes for the different χm values start to separate. The case
with χm = 0.08 shows clearly the differences between the dia-
magnetic and paramagnetic evolutions in the linear regime.
When we consider a diamagnetic fluid, the growth rate of
the instability (slope of the curve) is remarkably reduced in
comparison with the case without magnetic susceptibility.
Therefore, based on the linear analysis and on the simu-
lations, we can conclude that the diamagnetism stabilizes
the interface between the fluids, while the paramagnetism
destabilizes it.
On the other hand, the plots for βx = 0.04 and βx = 0.08
in figure (4) show that the effect of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity on the growth rates (slopes) is greater when χm < 0. This
sort of asymmetry between the paramagnetism and diamag-
netism was also predicted by the analytical results, and is
quite evident in the curve for βx = 0.08 of figure (1) because
the slope of that plot is steeper in χm < 0 than in the region
χm > 0. As a final remark of figure (4), our simulations sug-
gest that the global behaviour of ∆vy in the non linear regime
is statistically independent on the magnetic susceptibility.
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Another interesting phenomena is the magnetic energy
amplification (Miura 1984). This process is described by
Malagoli et al. (1996), and it is based on the fact that the
magnetic field lines are attached to a high-conducting fluid,
so the vortical motions stretch the lines, while the magnetic
field is concentrated and amplified inside the narrow fila-
ments. The amplification ends when the gradient scales of
the field becomes of the order of the grid resolution, so nu-
merical resistivity acts by producing magnetic reconnection
events. Figure (5) is the same as figure (4), but this time for
the magnetic energy amplification Emag(t)/Emag(0), where
Emag(t) = 12
∫
B(t)2dA, (40)
is the total magnetic energy in our 2D numerical space. In
this figure, we see that Emag is more amplified when the
instability takes place between paramagnetic fluids. This
behaviour is very interesting because even in the approxi-
matelly hydrodynamic case where β = 0.005, the magnetic
energy amplification is affected by the magnetic susceptibil-
ity in the non linear regime. The maximum amplification
is obtained in the non linear phase and coincides with the
first reconnection in the cases with βx ≤ 0.04, but in the last
case (bottom panel), the maximum amplification seems to
be obtained in the second reconnection event.
The maximum of the magnetic energy amplification for
each βx was plotted as a function of the magnetic suscepti-
bility in figure (6). The dots are the values obtained from the
simulations and the lines are the best fit computed through
the expression,
Max
[
Emag(t)
Emag(0)
]
=
m1β 2x χm
(m 22 + β 2x )κ1
+
m3
β κ2x
, (41)
where m1 = 0.0085469, m2 = 0.00506871, m3 = 0.183125,
κ1 = 1.65678, and κ2 = 0.615124. The last equation describes
the maximum amplification of the magnetic energy in terms
of the magnetization parameter at t = 0 and the magnetic
susceptibility of the fluids. In figure (6) we notice that the
slopes of the curves increase when βx is reduced, so the mag-
netic susceptibility is more important for small values of βx .
If some sort of dynamo process would operate in the sys-
tem, the magnetic susceptibility of the fluids could make
the RKHI a more efficient and effective magnetic field seed
amplification mechanism (Zhang et al. 2009), which could
be described by the growth rates of section 3 along with the
equation (41).
Finally, we plot the integrated velocity across the shear
layer as a function of y for different values of βx at t = 25. At
this time the system has reached a stationary state and the
mixing layer has completely formed. In each pannel we use
the same values for χm as in the previous figures (4, 5). As
we can observe, the shear layer width is rougly independent
of the magnetic susceptibility.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have explored the effect of the magnetic
susceptibility in the relativistic KHI between two uniform
and magnetized fluids moving with opposite velocities. The
fluids are separated by a planar interface located at y = 0
and the magnetic field is assumed to be uniform in all the
space and parallel to the flow velocity. The linear analysis
was carried out for a perturbation that propagates in an ar-
bitrary direction, but the results were obtained for a wave
vector parallel to the x − y plane. We first considered the
linear evolution of the instability, so we compute the analyt-
ical dispersion relation and found that the Alfve`n modes do
not contribute to the instability of the interface. The only
unstable modes are associated with magneto-acustic waves.
By solving the dispersion relation we found that the pla-
nar interface between diamagnetic fluids is more stable than
in the original case without magnetic susceptibility. On the
contrary, when the paramagnetism is present in the fluids,
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability grows faster than in the
previous cases (χm = 0 and χm < 0). This effect is higher
when the magnetic pressure dominates over the gas pres-
sure. Additionally, we found that the interval of possible
values for the relativistic Mach number increases with the
magnetic susceptibility. In this respect, the most significant
differences in the growth rates between the diamagnetic and
the paramagnetic cases are found in the stability threshold.
Subsequently, we use CAFE code to test the analyti-
cal results mentioned in the last paragraph, and obtain the
non linear evolution of the instability. In this regime the
magnetic field is amplified, so the kinetic energy associated
with the shear flow is transformed into magnetic energy. We
found, by simulating fluids with different magnetic suscepti-
bilities, that the magnetic energy is amplified to higher val-
ues in paramagnetic fluids than in diamagnetic ones. Surpris-
ingly, we found that the effect of the magnetic susceptibility
in the field amplification is larger in the cases with small
βx . It suggests that the amplification of small seed mag-
netic fields in the KH instability could be more effective and
efficient if the flow presents paramagnetic properties. There-
fore, we obtain form the numerical simulations a potentially
useful expression for the magnetic energy amplification in
terms of the initial βx and χm. Finally, we computed the
integrated velocity profile in the same direction of the flows
and showed that the shear layer width is almost independent
of the magnetic susceptibility of the fluids.
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APPENDIX A: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
RMHD WITH A RENORMALIZED MAGNETIC
FIELD AND THE RMHD WITH MAGNETIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY
According to the results of sections (3) and (4), it seems that
the main effect of χm is to increase or reduce the intensity
of the magnetic field in the system. In fact, if we look at the
energy-momentum tensor (6), we may try to renormalize the
magnetic field as
bµ →
√
1 − χbµ, (A1)
in order to include χm into the new field and be able to use
the existing RMHD codes and well-known linear analysis
to describe the magnetic susceptibility effects. Nevertheless,
as it was mentioned in section (2), such a renormalization
cannot be done because of the coefficient 1− 2χ in the pres-
sure p∗. This coefficient is important for the magneto-acustic
modes obtained from (26) which are indeed responsible for
the KHI. In this appendix we discuss the differences between
the usual RMHD with a renormalized magnetic field, and the
RMHD with magnetic susceptibility including the complete
form of the energy-momentum tensor (6).
From the linear theory described in section (3) we com-
pute the growth rate as a function of the magnetic suscep-
tibility for a magnetization parameter βx = 0.1. The result
of this exercise, presented as the black curve in figure (A1),
describes the complete effect of the magnetic polarization
in the KHI since we use Tµν as given in (6). We note that
for χm . −0.331, the KHI is suppresed by an increase of
the magnetic pressure due to the polarization of the fluid.
Now, doing χm = 0 in all the expressions of section (3) we
recover the usual RMHD analysis. If in addition we try to
emulate the effect of the magnetic susceptibility though the
renormalization (A1), then the growth rate for the βx = 0.1
case behaves like the red-dashed line of figure (A1). In this
case the KHI is suppresed when χm . −0.305, so there is
an interval of χm for wich the RMHD with a renormalized
magnetic field predicts stability while the RMHD with mag-
netic susceptibility (black line) predicts instability. In fact,
the higher differences between the two cases occur in the
stability threshold.
The absolute error of the growth rate, taking into ac-
count that the RMHD with magnetic susceptibility predicts
the true values of Im(ω), is presented in figure (A2) for dif-
ferent magnetization parameters. In the case of diamagnetic
fluids, the error grows when βx is reduced, but the biggest
difference between the two cases can be noted for a small
enough χm. On the contrary, in a system with a sufficiently
large magnetization parameter, the error can be observed
with a low χm. In the paramagnetic fluids the error increases
with βx but it is in general smaller than in the diamagnetic
cases.
In addition to the linear analysis, we simulate the evo-
lution of the KHI with βx = 0.04 and χm = −0.6, so the
error in the growth rate is not that big as in the instability
thereshold but it is comparable with the expected error in
the paramagnetic cases (refer to figure A2). In figure (A3)
we plot the amplitude of the perturbation and the magnetic
energy amplification as a function of time. The black curve
again correspond to the RMHD with magnetic polarization
that we present in this work, and the red-dashed line corre-
spond to the purely RMHD with a renormalized magnetic
field. We note that, as predicted by the linear analysis, the
instability grows faster when we solve the RMHD equations
with the energy-momentum tensor given in (6) than solving
the purely RMHD equations with the renormalized magnetic
field (A1).
Now, despite the fact that the instability seems to satu-
rate approximately at the same time in both cases, the max-
imum amplification of the magnetic energy is reached at a
later time in the renormalized case, and its value is lower
than the complete RMHD with magnetic polarization. The
relative error between both cases is ≈ 0.48%; nevertheless, if
we reduce the magnetization parameter to 0.01, the relative
error increases considerably to ≈ 3.36% for a paramagnetic
fluid with χm = 0.4. Therefore, there are some cases in which
the purely RMHD with a renormalized magnetic field does
not lead to the correct results. In particular, the growth
rates, the maximum magnetic energy amplification, and the
time at which this maximum is reached.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure 7. Integrated velocity profile at t = 25 as a function of y for different values of βx and χm. At this time the system has reached
a quasi-steady state.
Figure A1. Growth rate comparison between the purely RMHD
with a renormalized magnetic field (bµ → √1 − χbµ) and the
complete RMHD with magnetic susceptibility for a magnetization
parameter βx = 0.1. The most significant differences are obtained
for diamagnetic fluids in the stability threshold.
Figure A2. Absolute error of the growth rate obtained between
the RMHD with magnetic susceptibility and the purely RMHD
with a renormalized magnetic field for different magnetization
parameters. When χm < 0 the error in the istability threshold is
larger when βx is small, and when χm > 0 the error grows with
βx .
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Figure A3. Amplitude of the perturbation, ∆vy , (top) and mag-
netic energy amplification, Emag (t)/Emag (0), (bottom) as a func-
tion of time for βx = 0.04 and χm = −0.6. The black curves cor-
respond to the simulation with the RMHD with magnetic sus-
ceptibilty that we present in this work, and the red-dashed lines
correspond to the purely RMHD with a renormalized magnetic
field.
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